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A New Community  
Opened in 2011, the George Carey CofE Primary School is 
part of the £12m Rivergate Centre, the first phase of 
Barking Riverside, one of the UK’s most ambitious and 
important new developments. The £130 million project 
has transformed some 50 hectares of industrial wasteland 
in east London into a sustainable new community, 
providing public access for the first time to 2km of Thames 
waterfront.  
 

Over the following 20 years, it will create 10,800 new 
homes and vital community services for a neighbourhood 
of around 26,000 people. The project has been led by 
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Barking Riverside, a joint venture between the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) and Bellway Homes in 
partnership with the London Borough of Barking and Dagenham. An emphasis on eco-friendly design is 
evident in the construction of the Riverside Centre, designed by the architects van Heyningen and Haward. 
As well as a 630-place primary school and nursery, the centre includes health facilities, a place of worship 
and units for social enterprise, focused around an attractive public square. It has made extensive use of 
sustainable materials and, to encourage wildlife, incorporates 450,000m2 of ‘living’ roof as well as a reed-bed 
lake. 
 

Dynamics  
Integrally waterproof concrete responded to the different dynamics, which will determine the long-term 
success of the ‘living’ roof while the school operates in comfort below. A PUDLO waterproofing system was 
chosen to ensure the watertightness and controlled gain in structural integrity of the PT slab, which extended 
to some 2500m2 and was complicated by numerous penetrations. This relied on the formulation of a special 
concrete, careful design and planning of special joints and pours, as well as close supervision of installation. 
Meanwhile, the uniform, membrane-free deck preserves relatively sterile conditions below the green roof, 
helping the biodiverse planting to thrive. PUDLO was also used to waterproof all of the school’s substructure 
elements, plus lift and stair cores.  
 

The project threw up a number of firsts for the construction team and suppliers involved. It was the first time 
that main contractor, Neilcott Construction, and concrete contractor, Foundation Developments, had worked 
on a living roof with PT concrete. For ABG, the green roof supplier, it was the company’s first installation on 
a concrete deck with integral waterproofing rather than applied sheeting or coating. Design and installation 
of the posttensioning was entrusted to PT specialist, CCL, whose scheme reduced slab depths by 50mm, 
lowering the amounts of both concrete and reinforcement used throughout the project and accelerating the 
construction schedule. The integral waterproofing solution offered constructional advantages to save 
programme time and cost. It also offered technical advantages to assure the performance of the demanding 

fusion of building systems – most significantly, a 20-year warranty of the completed roof slab.  
 

Simplify  
“Due to the size of the roof and complexity of penetrations, we opted for integral waterproofing to simplify 
installation and save time,” said Eamonn Duffy, contracts manager for Neilcott Construction. “It meant we 
could also avoid laying additional membranes required for the green roof which had an attenuating functi on 
and would be storing water at height.” The L-shaped roof plan was punctuated with numerous outlets for 
ductwork, pipework, lanterns, ventilation towers, roof lights, and external mechanical plant, creating a 
complex patchwork of jointing. Duffy added, “The post-tensioning system was a further complication, and 
required careful consideration of the sequence and layout of pours.” Divide and conquer was the order of 
the day. Time and care was taken in designing the most effective and efficient configuration of joints and 
sections. “The CCL PT system offered a method of saving time and significantly reduced the amount of 
reinforcement,” said Nigel Oborne, planning and technical manager at Foundation Developments. “But it 
required care in planning the design detail, including shrinkage strips and some unusual joints, as well as the 
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concrete.” In consultation with PUDLO, a concrete 
scheme was evolved that addressed buildability as 
well as allowing the slab to develop its full design 
strength and stability while tolerating the PT 
compressive forces. Oborne said, “The various core 
structures in the building created restraint points, 
so the slabs were divided by temporary shrinkage 
control strips to allow the unrestrained contraction 
of the concrete following stressing of the PT. The 
shrinkage strips were left open for six weeks before  
infilling with concrete. We had to be careful that these contraction joints would not act as potential weak 
points when considering the further long-term shrinkage creep of the slab concrete induced by the PT. “We 
decided that an elastic membrane to locally overlay the joints would be appropriate to guarantee a 
maintenance- and defect-free installation, so with advice from PUDLO we used its compatible proprietary 
product to over-seal the joints.”  

 Demands  
Special features of the adaptive green roof, designed and 

supplied by ABG Environmental Geosynthetics, added to the 

technical demands of the application. In addition to providing 

a biodiversity habitat of wildflowers and sedum to encourage 

wildlife, the green roof stores and slowly releases excess 

stormwater as there was no possibility for underground 

storage at street level. The system was designed for a 1-in-

100-year storm event with 30% environmental change. With 

an 80l per square metre storage capture and covering two 

roofs totalling 2500m2, it means that it could be holding as 

much much as 1800m3
 of water after a storm event. System designer at ABG, Steve Humberstone, said, “An 

integral concrete deck is an advantage as there is no bonding, welding or overlap of waterproofing 
materials.” He added, “Most problems experienced with green roofs are down to maintenance issues or 
inadequate installation. Our systems are designed so that water should never get through to the 
waterproofing layer, but if a small point of weakness is introduced, such as a joint, then having an integral 
waterproof slab below is obviously beneficial.” 
 

Inspection  
Nigel Oborne said, “Our site teams are given an induction by PUDLO’s technicians who provide project 
specific guidance on the installation of waterbars, joint sealing and other details in line with their onsite 
quality regime.” Every job is different, so inductions are given for each new site to ensure operatives are 
aware of the individual characteristics of the installation and the procedures required for a successful 
outcome. Whether a job is straightforward or complex, PUDLO provides technical inspection of its solutions, 
from the concrete batching plant to final sign-off of the completed installation.  

Schedule  
Every project has an appointed PUDLO site inspector who works with the contractor through the project, 

ensuring they attend site when needed so that the construction schedule can run smoothly. Phil Smyth, 

PUDLO inspector for Barking Riverside, said, “On some occasions I would visit site to inspect preparation and 

shuttering going up in the afternoon, then be back the following morning to inspect the pour. With the job 

running in winter, we also needed to take account of temperatures, particularly in supervision of the use of 

PS Cure 90 on top of the slab to make sure it cooled at the correct rate.” He added: “There were over 50 

pours on the roof altogether, including two slabs that were 100m long, each requiring a full day in 

attendance. Every visit and call, short or long, plays a part in achieving the waterproofing warranty.” 


